
Examples of Value Creation by Overcoming Challenges

Fertilizer Business

▶History of the Fertilizer Business

1973
Full-scale start of 
fertilizer business with 
establishment of Thai 
Central Chemical Public 
Company, Ltd. (TCCC), a 
manufacturing base, in 
Thailand.

1995
Invested in Atlas Fertilizer 
Corporation, a fertilizer 
manufacturing company in 
the Philippines.

1997
Started production at 
TCCC’s second plant.

1998
Started manufacturing at 
Japan Vietnam Fertilizer 
Company, with which 
Sojitz subsequently grew 
to be the largest chemical 
fertilizer manufacturing 
group in Southeast Asia.

Manufacture and 
Sale of Compound 

Chemical Fertilizers

Approximately

1.8 million tons
(Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines)

Manufacturing and 
Sales Network

Largest in 
Southeast 

Asia

Fertilizer Manufacturing 
Business in Thailand

Over 40 years
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Brand Power Established amid Challenges
 Today, Sojitz’s fertilizer business is building unassailable value through its solid brand power. The 

origin of the business goes back to just after World War II, in the early 1950s. At first, importing 

fertilizer materials from overseas was the main business. Sojitz imported fertilizer materials to Japan 

and domestic fertilizer manufacturers popularized compound chemical fertilizers, contributing to 

Japanese agriculture. We believed that compound chemical fertilizers would become popular in 

Southeast Asia for increasing efficiency of agriculture and improving yields and quality of agricultural 

products, just as it had in Japan. Therefore, we started up new businesses in Southeast Asia by 

jointly establishing local bases with Japanese manufacturers to produce and sell compound 

chemical fertilizers. We thought that strengthening the brand was the key to proceeding with this 

initiative and worked to increase market share in Asia. Specifically, we concentrated on negotiations 

with customers, whose culture is different from Japan’s, spreading understanding among farmers 

who actually use fertilizer, and on maintaining and managing quality. Farmers don’t like changing 

the fertilizer they use because they are concerned about yields. Even so, we went to farms and 

explained that using the compound chemical fertilizers supplied by Sojitz would increase yields and 

improve quality. We took time, slowly but surely promoting the merits of using compound chemical 

fertilizers. In 1973, we established Thai Central Chemical Public Company, Ltd. (TCCC) as a 

manufacturing base in Thailand and continued activities to build trust. Business was tough. We 

faced one challenge after another, such as the two oil crises of the 1970s, the devaluation of the 

Thai baht several times from 1973 to 1984 and management crises at our partners. However, in 

1995 we invested in a fertilizer manufacturing company in the Philippines and in 1998 manufacturing 

began at our fertilizer company in Vietnam. As a result of establishing local bases, appropriately 

understanding customers’ needs and steadily supplying high-quality compound chemical fertilizers, 

we built a solid position in the ASEAN region. 

Overcame the Financial Crisis of 2008 and Grew to 
Be One of the Core Businesses of Sojitz
 The situation changed dramatically with the onset of the financial crisis of 2008. With excess 

inventory, the fertilizer business saw its results squeezed, which had a significant impact on Sojitz 

overall. However, by properly understanding the situation and raising the efficiency of production 

and sales, we were able to adjust inventories to an appropriate level and overcome the crisis. Also, 

due to the brand power that we had spent time building, we had a solid customer base, so even in 

this difficult environment the business didn’t lose market share or customers and was therefore 

able to maintain steady sales volume. As a result, in addition to having one of the largest chemical 

fertilizer manufacturing groups in Southeast Asia with production capacity totaling 1.8 million tons 

for three countries, our fertilizer business has grown to be one of the core businesses underpinning 

Sojitz’s steady growth.

 Going forward, to further strengthen the foundation of this business we are considering 

manufacturing and sales businesses in Myanmar, Indonesia and neighboring countries with strong 

partners. We will further expand the fertilizer business, which represents Sojitz, as we work to solve 

the food problem, a global social issue.



Comprehensive Urban 
Infrastructure Development 
Business

▶History of the Urban Infrastructure Development Business

1996
Partnered with a local 
conglomerate to acquire land 
for residential development.

1997
Urban development plans 
delayed due to the Asian 
currency crisis.

2010
First Japanese company decided to 
move into the industrial park at 
Deltamas City to set up an automotive 
parts production base.

2011
Japanese automobile 
manufacturer decided to set 
up production bases.

2013
Japanese shopping mall 
decided to enter.

2015
PT. Puradelta Lestari Tbk, the Sojitz 
Group affiliate that manages Deltamas 
City, was listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange. 

Project Site Area

3,000 hectares
 

Number of 
Tenant Companies

86

Indonesia’s Population 
Ranking in the World

4th
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Examples of Value Creation by Overcoming Challenges

Continued Developing Infrastructure and Took 
Advantage of Opportunities 
 Indonesia is representative of growth in Asia, with the fourth largest population in the world and 

the highest GDP in the ASEAN region. In 1996, Sojitz, which had long seen the country’s growth 

potential, partnered with the Sinar Mas Group, one of Indonesia’s largest conglomerates, to 

acquire 3,000 hectares of land for urban development. This was the start of Deltamas City. But 

circumstances changed abruptly in 1997 due to the Asian currency crisis. We were forced to 

postpone development plans, and difficulties with financing also mounted. However, we firmly 

believed the project could contribute to Indonesia’s advancement, and thus worked step by step 

to develop basic infrastructure while riding out the hardships with a forward-looking vision. We 

started by constructing an interchange and developing transportation, traffic control and water 

supply infrastructure. While steadily building and expanding infrastructure, we also worked to 

attract regional government offices, universities and other institutions. We patiently endured the 

challenges and waited for the right opportunity to move forward. 

 In 2010, that chance finally arrived. Indonesia’s per-capita GDP approached U.S.$3,000, annual 

vehicle production and sales volume approached 1 million units, and Japanese automotive parts 

manufacturers started considering making inroads into the Indonesian market. Moreover, in 2011, 

as a result of the Great East Japan Earthquake and severe flooding in Thailand, more companies 

started looking to Indonesia as a production base. Sojitz did not let this opportunity slip away. We 

accelerated industrial park lot sales and leasing mainly to Japanese automotive manufacturers by 

leveraging our distinctive networks as a general trading company and drawing on the cross-linked 

initiatives of our business divisions. With the infrastructure developed at Deltamas City, the rare 

supply of large lots ideal for various purposes as a strong sales feature, and Sojitz’s completion of 

an environment in which manufacturers entering the country could concentrate on their production 

operations, the industrial park attracted 86 tenant companies (of which 69 were Japanese) in just 

five years. 

Harnessing Group Strengths to Promote 
Comprehensive Urban Infrastructure Development 
 While the industrial park development business is proving successful, population growth in 

Indonesia suggests that new opportunities await, such as for developing and managing infrastructure 

in urban areas. This is a good area for Sojitz as a general trading company to fully capitalize on the 

value generated by its multiple businesses and networks, as well as its expertise. We will strive to 

expand urban infrastructure as a master developer, such as by attracting shopping malls, by 

developing apartments for short- and long-term business travelers, Japanese restaurants, fitness 

facilities, and by attracting hospitals, universities and Japanese schools. Furthermore, we plan to 

contribute to Indonesia’s further growth by creating a safe and secure city with unprecedented 

value through next-generation urban functions such as crime prevention infrastructure and energy-

saving facilities, as well as by cultivating seedlings for trees and shrubs to be planted within 

Deltamas City to reduce CO2 emissions.




